Flight Testing Unmanned Aircraft Systems – Unique Challenges (AERO0300)

Instructor: George Cusimano

Course Highlights

• Fundamentals of flight test—review the purpose of flight test and evaluation and discuss the flight test and evaluation process as it applies to UAS testing.
• Typical test requirements—review both typical user requirements and certifying airworthiness requirements.
• UAV Flight Operations—review the current regulations for conducting UAV flight operations within both the National Airspace System and on national test ranges. Discuss the present state of sense and avoid requirements and technology, and the resulting impacts to flight test operations.
• Typical UAS architectures—review the system concept and understand why it is necessary to know typical UAS architectures in order to assure a successful flight test program.
• UAV software and modeling—examine the level and complexity of UAS software testing and appreciate the need for systems level flight test.
• UAV design characteristics—appreciate the basis for UAV designs with emphasis on those features that create development and test challenges.
• Typical UAV ground and flight-testing—review the most problematic areas of UAV ground and flight test.
• Risk analysis and management—review the risk management process and how it applies to UAV testing.
• Cause-Effect/Effect-Response method to mitigate flight test challenges—introduce a new methodology designed to help mitigate UAV flight test problems.
• Human factors considerations—discuss the application of human factors principles to UAS command and control design and test.
• First flight(s) planning—discuss the unique aspects of UAV first flight(s).
• Lessons learned in UAV flight testing—share UAV lessons learned.
• Summary of UAV unique challenges— Review the top 20 flight test challenges presented in the course.
Course Description
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) are comprised of an unmanned vehicle (UAV), a manned control element(s), and various data and control links. Although unmanned, the vehicle is still an aircraft and must be tested with the same rigor and precision as manned systems. However, being "unmanned" and being part of an integrated system, UAVs demand unique flight test approaches that present corresponding challenges.

Who Should Attend?
The course is designed for practicing flight test engineers, test pilots, test managers, aircraft engineers, aircraft designers and educators who already possess a fundamental understanding of flight test principles and practices. The course content is appropriate for civilian, military and academic researchers.

Learning Objectives
• Fundamental flight test and evaluation principles.
• How modern, complex, highly integrated, and software intensive UAS designs contribute to flight test challenges.
• How and why the current restrictions to UAS flight operations exacerbate flight test challenges.
• Risk management principles as they apply to UAV flight test.
• The Cause-Effect / Effect-Response (CE-ER) method to mitigate potential UAV flight test problems.
• Human factors principle and why they are important to UAS command and control.
• The unique challenges of UAV first flight(s).
• The methods, processes, and/or procedures required to minimize the effects of UAS challenges on program cost, schedule and risk of the challenges presented.
• Share UAV flight test lessons learned.

Course Outline
Day One
• Introduction and history
• Fundamentals of flight test
• Typical requirements
• UAV Flight Operations
• Typical UAS architectures
• Software and models

Day Two
• UAV design characteristics (1)
  o Mass properties and structures
  o Aerodynamics
  o Flight controls
• Propulsion systems
• UAV design characteristics (2)
  o Data and control links
  o Health monitoring
  o Mission planning
• Human factors considerations for UAS command and control
• Classroom exercise

Day Three
• Risk management
  o Test Hazard Analysis
  o Cause-Effect / Effect-Response
• Typical ground and flight tests
  o Taxi and ground control
  o Take-off and landing
  o Cruise and climb performance
  o Stability and control
  o Closed loop handling qualities
• First flight(s) planning
• Lessons learned in UAV flight testing
• Summary of test challenges
• Classroom exercise

Classroom hours / CEUs
21 classroom hours
2.1CEUs

Certificate Tracks
Flight Tests and Aircraft Performance, Unmanned Aircraft

Course Fees
Early registration course fee: $1,895 if you register and pay by the early registration deadline (45 days out).

Regular registration course fee: $1,995 if you register and pay after the early registration deadline.

U.S. Federal Employee Discount
This course is available to U.S. federal employees at 10% off the registration fee. To receive the federal employee discount, you must enter the code FGV116 during the checkout process. Please note that you must validate your eligibility to receive this discount by entering your U.S. government email address (ending in .gov or .mil) when creating your online registration profile. This discount is available for both the early registration and regular registration fees.
Canada Department of National Defence Discount
This course is available to Canada DND employees at 10% off the registration fee. Please contact the DND Procurement Authority (DAP 2-3) for details. Please note that you cannot register using our online system when requesting this discount. This discount is available for both the early registration and regular registration fees.

Netherlands Defence Academy Discount
This course is available to Netherlands Defence Academy employees at a discounted registration fee. Please contact the NDA Procurement and Contracting department for details. Please note that you cannot register using our online system when requesting this discount.

This class is available for delivery at your company.
Your company can realize substantial savings by bringing an aerospace short course to your workplace. On-site delivery is ideal for organizations that need to train 10 or more employees on a specific topic. For more information on on-site course delivery, or to request a cost proposal, please contact us at 913-897-8782, or email us at ProfessionalPrograms@ku.edu.

CONTACT US:

KU Professional and Continuing Education (KUPCE)
Aerospace Short Course Program
12600 Quivira Road, RC 125
Overland Park, Kansas 66213
Email: ProfessionalPrograms@ku.edu
Phone: 913-897-8530 (Registration)